Abstract
Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are among the main causes of death globally, accounting for one third of all deaths [1] . Arterial stiffness is one of the main independent predictors of CVD and CVD events [2, 3] and is an early subclinical sign of grave cardiovascular alterations [4] . Novel non-invasive measurements of arterial stiffness are now available to detect early vascular aging in asymptomatic people [4] .
Pulse wave velocity (PWV) measurements, such as the cardio-ankle vascular index (CAVI) or brachial-ankle PWV (baPWV), are commonly used as surrogate measures of arterial stiffness [2] . Novel pulse wave analysis (PWA) methods allow detailed analyses of pulse wave characteristics in terms of aortic pulse wave velocity (aPWV) and amplitude of the forward and backward travelling wave, both of which are associated with CVD risk and modifications of the vasculature [5] . Furthermore, it is now feasible to derive aPWV from oscillometric blood pressure measurements using validated transfer functions, such as the ARCSolver algorithm [6] . aPWV is regarded as the most clinically relevant PWV measurement, due to its close physiological relationship to left ventricular mass and cardiac afterload and due to the pathophysiological consequences of increased arterial stiffness on the heart [2] .
Novel parameters of arterial stiffness based on PWV measurement, such as CAVI or baPWV, and PWA parameters, such as estimated aPWV and wave reflection characteristics (amplitude of the forward and backward wave), have not yet been studied in a Caucasian population-based cohort. In particular, there is lack of evidence regarding their association with traditional structural (carotid intima-media thickness (cIMT), lumen diameter (LD)) and functional (distensibility coefficient (DC)) vascular biomarkers. Therefore, we examined whether these novel biomarkers of arterial stiffness are associated with traditional and well-established structural and functional markers of local stiffness in a cohort of older adults.
Materials and Methods

Study design and participants
Data were derived from the Swiss Cohort Study on Air Pollution and Lung and Heart Diseases in Adults (SAPALDIA), an ongoing multi-center cohort study initiated in 1991 among randomly selected adults (18 to 65 years, N = 9,651) [7] . The present analyses included all those who participated in the arterial stiffness and carotid ultrasound measurements in the second follow-up assessment (SAPALDIA 3, N = 2,733, study flow chart, supplemental S1 Fig) . The study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki. Ethical clearance was obtained from the respective cantonal ethical committees (Aargau, Basel, Geneva, Grisons, Ticino, Valais, Vaud and Zurich) and participants gave written informed consent, according to their preferences; either globally for all examinations or separately for single assessments. Ethical approval and participant consent do not allow for public sharing of data (http://www.sapaldia.ch).
Pulse wave velocity measurement
In SAPALDIA 3, arterial stiffness was measured non-invasively by baPWV and CAVI using a VaSera VS-1500N vascular screening system (Fukuda Denshi, Tokyo, Japan). The degree of reproducibility between two measurements within a 90-day period is high in the study population, with a low mean coefficient of variation of 3.9% for baPWV and 4.4% for CAVI; high intraclass-correlation coefficients of 0.9 and 0.8, respectively; and low mean differences in percent of the respective mean for baPWV (0.9%) and CAVI (1.7%) [8] . The baPWV and CAVI measurement is based on a common blood pressure cuff method, with occlusive cuffs on each upper arm and above each ankle, electrocardiogram electrodes at each wrist, and a phonocardiogram on the sternal border in the second intercostal space [8] . All measurements were performed following a standardized protocol, under non-fasting conditions in a quiet room with constant temperature and with participants in supine position after 10 minutes of rest. Participants had been asked to refrain from caffeine, alcohol, smoking, and exercise for at least 12 hours prior to examination. baPWV was calculated automatically by the VSS-10 software (Fukuda Denshi, Tokyo, Japan) by dividing the arterial length between the sites of interest by the time delay of the pulse wave. The arterial length was calculated by a height-based formula and the time delay of the pulse wave was determined by a foot-to-foot-method. CAVI was then mathematically derived by incorporating the blood pressure independent β-stiffness index [9] , making CAVI less dependent on the blood pressure at the time of measurement.
Pulse wave analysis
On the basis of these peripheral recordings, PWA was performed retrospectively using the ARCSolver algorithm (AIT Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH, Vienna, Austria) in order to derive aPWV for 1,267 participants as a surrogate marker of aortic stiffness, as well as central systolic and diastolic blood pressure and the amplitude of the forward and backward wave. PWA analysis was performed on a subsample of the study population (N = 1,267) that showed no statistically significant differences from the rest of the study sample (N = 2,733) in the main covariates of interest (age, sex, body mass index, mean arterial pressure, heart rate, and packyears of smoking). The ARCSolver method is a mathematical procedure for calculating aortic stiffness and central hemodynamic measures from peripheral pulse waves and blood pressure measurements at the brachial artery using a common occlusive cuff [10] . We have recently proven the feasibility of this method in combination with the VaSera VS-1500N device [11] .
Carotid ultrasound
Following a standardized protocol, bilateral ultrasound B-mode scans of the common carotid artery were taken by trained sonographers using the UF-870 ultrasound system (Fukuda Denshi, Tokyo, Japan). Previous analyses of this study population have proven excellent reproducibility of structural parameters, with a mean coefficient of variation of 3.98% and an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.89 for cIMT and 1.6% and 0.97 for LD, respectively, as well as good reproducibility of functional indices (DC: coefficient of variation 12.14%, intraclass correlation coefficient 0.77) [12] . Detailed information on the analysis system and examination procedure can be retrieved elsewhere [12] [13] [14] . In brief, ultrasound scans were analyzed by certified readers using the B-mode image analysis program, DYnamic ARtery Analysis (DYARA). Readers evaluated carotid structure in a standardized 1 cm segment across at least one heart cycle [13] . Within the DYARA interface, B-mode image sequences are contrasted with the virtual Mmode. The software automatically assesses the lumen-intima to media-adventitia layer of the far wall (cIMT) and the media-adventitia interface of the far wall to the media-adventitia interface of the near wall (outer LD) in the common carotid artery along the 1 cm arterial wall segment proximal to the carotid bifurcation in every time frame. DYARA offers the possibility to manually correct the measurement in case the automatic detection fails and reliably analyzes B-mode sequences with varying quality over several heart cycles [13] . Systolic (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) were measured at the upper arm of the respective side with an OMRON 705IT device (OMRON Healthcare, Kyoto, Japan) immediately after measuring cIMT. DC is a measure of local arterial stiffness and was calculated as ( (2 × 
, where deltaLD is the systolic-diastolic lumen diameter difference, dLD the diastolic lumen diameter, and PP the pulse pressure [15] .
Statistical analyses
Unless stated otherwise, data are expressed as mean (standard deviation (SD)). We used Pearson's correlation coefficients for bivariate analyses. In multivariable linear regression models, the associations of either cIMT, LD or DC as outcomes with either CAVI, baPWV, aPWV or amplitude of the forward or backward wave as main predictors were adjusted for age, sex, body mass index, heart rate, mean arterial pressure ((2 x DBP)+SBP)/3, doctor diagnosed cardiovascular disease assessed by questionnaire (angina, arrhythmia, heart failure, myocardial infarction, stroke), doctor diagnosed diabetes mellitus, and pack-years of smoking. All statistical analyses were performed using the statistical software STATA (StataCorp LP, College Station, USA) and p <0.05 was defined as statistical significance. Table 1 presents the study population's main characteristics, stratified by sex. The study population (N = 2,733) was not significantly different from the rest of the SAPALDIA 3 cohort (N = 6,088) in terms of the main predictors of age, sex, body mass index, mean arterial pressure, heart rate, and pack-years of smoking. The threshold for the highest tertile of CAVI was 9 [no unit] (N = 919), for baPWV 14.5 m/s (N = 903) and for cIMT 0.8 mm (N = 877), respectively, reflecting increased cardiovascular risk [16] [17] [18] [19] . In total, 365 (13%) reported doctordiagnosed CVD, defined as having been diagnosed for either angina, arrhythmia, heart failure, myocardial infarction, or stroke. One-hundred and eighty-five (7%) had doctor-diagnosed diabetes mellitus. CAVI (8.59 vs 8.96), baPWV (13.77 vs 14.36 m/s) and cIMT (0.73 vs 0.77 mm) were significantly higher for people with doctor-diagnosed CVD (all p < 0.001). 
Results
Bivariate associations
Multivariable regression analyses
Multivariable regression analyses, adjusted for several potential confounders, revealed that CAVI, aPWV, and the amplitude of the forward and backward wave were significant predictors of cIMT (all p < 0.001) ( Table 2 ). aPWV and the amplitude of the forward wave accounted for the highest part of the cIMT variance (PWA covariate R-squared 3%) compared to the other PWA predictors. All PWA parameters were significantly associated with LD (all p 0.001), with aPWV and the amplitude of the forward wave accounting for the highest proportion of variance compared to the other PWA predictors (PWA covariate R-squared 2%). Only CAVI and baPWV were significant predictors of DC in the multivariable regression models (all p < 0.001), accounting for 0.3% of the DC variance. aPWV was the strongest predictor of cIMT according to standardized beta coefficients (0.94), followed by age (0.35), and also the strongest predictor of LD (0.66), followed by sex (0.41) (data for age and sex not shown). Age was the strongest predictor of cIMT in the other models (standardized beta coefficients 0.37-0.42). Sex was the strongest predictor of LD in the other models (standardized beta coefficients 0.31-0.42). Age was the strongest predictor of DC in all models (standardized beta coefficients 0.42-0.50). The results of sensitivity analyses excluding participants with CVD were not materially different.
Discussion
Cross-sectional results from a Swiss population of older adults show that novel non-invasive oscillometric arterial stiffness and wave reflection parameters are significantly associated with established structural and functional local stiffness parameters. aPWV had the strongest association with cIMT and LD. Only CAVI and baPWV were significantly associated with DC in multivariable regression models adjusted for several potential confounders. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first epidemiological study comparing the novel arterial stiffness parameters, CAVI, baPWV, estimated aPWV, and amplitude of the forward and backward wave, based on their associations with established local stiffness and structural parameters used for cardiovascular risk assessment and prediction. A one unit increase in CAVI was associated with a cIMT increase of 0.01 mm; a 1 m/s increase in baPWV and aPWV was associated with a cIMT increase of 0.002 mm and 0.08 mm, respectively; and a 1 mmHg increase of the forward and backward wave was associated with a cIMT increase of 0.005 and 0.004 mm, respectively. Given that the risk for future cardiovascular events increases by 16% per 0.1 mm increment in cIMT, according to a large metaanalysis of 16 cohorts [20] , every increase in cIMT associated with an increase in arterial stiffness needs to be considered in view of future cardiovascular health. To date, there are no prospective cohort studies concerning associations of LD and DC with future cardiovascular events that could help put our results in perspective.
The level of evidence concerning the usefulness of carotid ultrasonography-based measurements of cIMT for primary and secondary CVD prevention has recently been classified with the highest grade, A [21] . However, it has been shown that the prognostic value of cIMT measurement in the common carotid artery concerning myocardial infarction or stroke [22] and in patients with diabetes mellitus [23] does not add incremental value to the Framingham risk score. cIMT features a valuable non-invasive surrogate measure of the subclinical progression of atherosclerosis and CVD risk, however, with limited reproducibility in daily practice if standardized protocols are missing [24] .
Oscillometrically measured arterial stiffness and wave reflection parameters are regarded as easily applicable tissue biomarkers and as cumulative measures of several cardiovascular risk factors and their influence on the vasculature with ageing [4] . Both CAVI and baPWV represent mixed measures of central and peripheral arterial stiffness as the underlying PWV relates to elastic and muscular type arteries measured over several arterial segments [21] . CAVI is less dependent on blood pressure at the time of measurement compared to common PWV measurements, due to the mathematical incorporation of the blood pressure-independent β-stiffness index [25] . Both CAVI and baPWV have been shown to be valid biomarkers of CVD risk, outcomes, and lifestyle modification [26, 27, 17, [28] [29] [30] with good correlations to aortic stiffness [31, 32] . The correlation between both CAVI and baPWV with aPWV was strong (r = 0.64 and r = 0.72) in our data (S2 Fig) . In our study, only CAVI (but not baPWV) was significantly associated with cIMT after full adjustment, however, both were significantly associated with LD and DC. This adds to the evidence that CAVI may be superior to baPWV as a predictor of atherosclerosis progression [33] [34] [35] . aPWV estimated from peripheral blood pressure measurement, using a transfer function like the ARCSolver algorithm, has shown good agreement with invasively measured aPWVthe gold-standard for aortic stiffness measurement [36] . Furthermore, estimated aPWV was a better predictor of cardiac load and hypertensive target organ damage than carotid-femoral PWV, similar to invasively measured aPWV [36] . Indices of wave reflections derived by wave separation analyses, like the amplitude of the forward and backward wave, are important determinants of central augmentation affecting left ventricular function and, thus, cardiac health [37] .
Standardized beta regression coefficients give the relative strength of the various predictors within a model. Our analyses showed that aPWV accounts for a certain amount of variance of cIMT and LD beyond the common underlying age factor, according to the beta coefficients of the multivariable regression analyses. Age is usually the strongest predictor of structural and functional markers of arterial stiffness [4] , which was true for CAVI, baPWV, and amplitude of the forward and backward wave, and for all main predictors in the DC models. This points to the potential of aPWV estimation using a transfer algorithm as an indicator of carotid and cardiac health. 
Strength and limitations
This is the first population-based Caucasian cohort comparing the novel non-invasive arterial stiffness indices CAVI and baPWV with traditional markers of structural and functional local stiffness. So far, CAVI and baPWV have mainly been used among Asian populations, reducing the possibility of extrapolating the evidence to other ethnicities [21] . Furthermore, estimated aPWV using a transfer algorithm and the wave reflection parameters amplitude of the forward and backward wave and their associations with cIMT, LD and DC have not been analyzed before in a sample representative of the general population. The cross-sectional study design does not allow us to answer questions about causality or about the parallel progression of these novel PWA indices with local stiffness parameters and the predictability of cardiovascular events. Although the aPWV and wave reflection data were restricted to a subsample of the study population, it was large enough to draw population-based conclusions and did not show a statistically significant difference in terms of the main participants' characteristics.
Conclusions
We demonstrated that novel non-invasive oscillometric arterial stiffness parameters are associated with established structural and functional local stiffness parameters. These parameters should not be used interchangeably, as these cross-sectional data point to a different predictive value of each of the parameters analyzed. Longitudinal studies are needed to follow-up on these cross-sectional findings and to evaluate their relevance for clinical phenotypes. Since arterial stiffness integrates the biological burden of various risk factors on the vasculature over a 
